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Figure 1.1 View of Bath looking north from Beechen Cliff
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1.1 Background and purpose
1.1.1 As part of its responsibility to plan for the future of the 

City of Bath, and in accordance with national planning 
policy, Bath and North East Somerset Council has 
undertaken and commissioned a number of studies 
to build up an evidence base to support its planning 
policies and development proposals.  The principal 
development plan documents are the Adopted Core 
Strategy and the emerging Placemaking Plan.  The 
evidence base includes a range of studies including:

• Bath Enterprise Area Masterplan

• Bath Quays Waterside Project

• Getting Around Bath – The Transport Strategy for 

Bath

• Public Realm and Movement Strategy (Creating the 

Canvas for Public Life in Bath)

• Bath Building Height Strategy

• World Heritage Site Management Plan.

1.1.2 Other relevant documents include:

• Bath City-wide Character Appraisal SPD

• Bath Western Riverside SPD

• City of Bath World Heritage Site Setting SPD

• Public Realm and Movement Strategy Pattern Books, 

Volumes 1 and 2.

1.1.3 Within the context of the evidence base, this 
Morphological Study sits between the more general 
City-wide Character Appraisal and the more detailed 
Publc Realm Pattern Books.  This study focuses on the 
patterns of streets and squares, the plots and buildings, 
their details and materials - the features that give the 
city its unique identity and acknowledged architectural, 
aesthetic, historical and archaeological value - and 
make the city so highly valued as a place to live and 
work. 

1.1.4 Relative to the Character Appraisal this study 
provides greater detail and focuses specifically on the 
historical centre and Enterprise Area.  It is similar to 
and complements the Public Realm Pattern Books in 

providing information that can be used as a design 
resource and reference for future projects and 
development.

1.1.5 In simple terms, the purpose of this study is to 
provide specific information about the structure, 
fabric and character of the city to ensure it retains 
its identity and value as it continues to develop 
and prosper.  The basic principle that underpins 
this aim is illustrated by the widely recognised and 
well established Bath style and sense of ‘Bathness’.  
The crescents, town houses and Classical detailing 
of the eighteenth century - amongst many other 
features -  remain as points of reference in 
contemporary design.

Background and purpose 1.1

Figure 1.2 Miles’s Buildings, a typical Georgian terrace, just off George Street Figure 1.3 A new terrace on the Western Riverside following the same principles
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1.1.6 The specific aim of the Morphological Study is to 
provide a systematic and detailed description of the 
built form of the city that can be used in a similar way 
as a point of reference for planning policy, development 
proposals and specific designs.  This includes looking in 
detail at and coming to a clear understanding of: 

• The built form characteristics of the city at different 

levels of scale

• How different forms and parts of the city respond to 

and establish a relationship with the topography and 

landscape, the city as a whole and other individual 

parts of the city.

1.1.7 Another way of expressing the purpose of the study is 
in terms of the historical process.  The character of the 
city is a product of the way it has developed over time.  
The study therefore seeks to identify the ‘generative’ 
principles that have given Bath its unique identity in 
order that similar principles can be applied in new 
development to sustain that identity.  

1.1.8 More broadly, a morphological analysis provides a 
specification of the material out of which the city 
is made.  Just as good joinery is underpinned by an 
understanding of the characteristics of different kinds 
of wood, if we want to manipulate and transform urban 
fabric successfully, we will make better decisions if they 
are informed by a detailed understanding of how places 
are put together in detail, how they work and how they 
connect to their surroundings.

1.1.9 In this capacity, the study is only one step in a 
multi-step process.  The study provides objective 
descriptions of the forms and patterns that make up 
the city.  In order to use those patterns as generative 
principles it is necessary first to evaluate them within 
the context of current policy aims and objectives.  It 
is then necessary to select the pattern or patterns 
that are most appropriate to a particular site and 
circumstance.  Where the study identifies ‘design 
principles’ these are not preferred principles but 
potential or candidate principles that must be subject 
to evaluation and selection as part of the planning and 
development process.

1.1.10 The evaluation and selection of principles is to a large 
extent to be taken forward through the Placemaking 
Plan process and through the elaboration of emerging 
development proposals.  In this regard, the analytical 
work will need to be tested against the forms of 
development likely to come forward.  The result should 
be to select the urban tissues that could be extended 
as the basis for new development and then selecting 
the key attributes of those tissues that balance the 
aims of maintaining the identity of the local areas and 
city as a whole on the one hand and producing forms 
of development that are attractive and marketable on 
the other. 

1.1.11 The Morphological Study was commissioned by Bath 
and North East Somerset Council through their 
consultants Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios.  It was 
undertaken and the document produced between 

September and November 2014 by Built Form Resource 
Limited with contributions from the Centre for 
Advanced Spatial Analysis, University College London.  
An interim version of the study was made available on 
the council website as part of the Placemaking Plan 
consultation.  It was then presented to council officers 
and tested through a workshop session in April 2015.  
Further additions and revisions were made in May 
2015 in response to comments and the results of the 
workshop.

1.2 Methodology
1.2.1 The analytical methods used in this study follow the 

well established concepts and principles common to 
urban and landscape character assessment and historic 
landscape characterisation as advocated by Natural 
England and Historic England.  The method starts with 
the set of general attributes that define the form of 
settlements:

• Topography

• Land use

• Route structure and street pattern

• Plot pattern and access

• Building types

• Materials and details

• City image elements

• Historical development.

Methodology1.2
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Overarching principles 1.3
1.2.2 The aim of the analysis is then to look at the specific 

features found in different parts of the city and identify 
areas that have a distinct, consistent combination of 
features, taking into account the position of the area 
within the settlement as a whole, the shape and size of 
the area and its historical development.  The underlying 
principle is that different parts of the city, such as 
the Medieval centre, the Circus and Crescent area, 
Kingsmead and Westmoreland have a unique character 
and identity because of their location, their shape and 
size and the pattern and arrangement of the physical 
fabric – streets, plots and buildings.  The further 
principle is that those patterns are the result of the 
historical development of the city.

1.2.3 The principal outputs of the analysis include:

• A plan of the city identifying the pattern of distinct 

urban tissues or character areas and the pattern of 

streets that bind them areas together

• Detailed descriptions of selected areas including 

a brief summary of their historical development, 

component types, key measurements and 

associations between aspects and elements

• Key defining patterns with potential to be used as 

design principles for future development to maintain 

the character and identity of the area and the city 

as a whole.

1.2.4 As noted above, it is essential that the potential design 
principles are selected through a process of evaluation 
with specific reference to the aims and objectives 
of the proposed development and the specific 
circumstances of the proposed site.

1.2.5 The detailed analysis is included in Section 3 of this 
report.  Section 2 includes a general overview of the 
morphological characteristics of the city set out as a 
series of annotated plans.

1.3 Overarching principles
1.3.1 While the detailed analysis identifies a number of 

specific compositional principles embodied in the fabric 
of the city, three core, overarching principles have 
emerged from the study.

Combinations of aspects
1.3.2 The first is only to restate a well supported point made 

by the likes of Jane Jacobs and Kevin Lynch, which is 
that places are more successful when they combine a 
number of different aspects working to the same end.  
Places work better when there is multifunctionality 
rather than a single use or element.  A landmark and 
a gathering point together reinforce each other and 
create a more memorable place.  While it is useful to 
look at places thematically it is essential to look at the 
way the different topics go together to give a place its 
life and identity.

Shared elements
1.3.3 The second principle highlighted by the study is the 

idea of shared elements.  Where there are two areas 
or tissues next to each other, for example, and a 
landmark or node on the boundary between them, the 
landmark or node is perceived as part of both.  The 
element is shared between the areas and becomes 
the pivot or pin the binds the two together, creating a 
strong sense of connection, even if the areas have very 
different character.

Persistence and inflection of forms
1.3.4 The third principle of persistence is rooted in the 

longer term transformation of places.  Places get their 
identity from their history, in very physical terms, 
with the persistence of features over time.  The most 
obvious example in Bath is the name and alignment of 
Upper and Lower Borough Walls.  These streets follow 
the line of the former city wall.  For the most part the 
fabric of the wall is gone but the line remains.  Once a 
form like the wall is built, others that are added later 
are formed and inflected to adapt to it, reinforcing the 
shape of the first and helping it to persist.

1.3.5 All these principles can be used in the design process 
to help create places that are vibrant and successful, 
work together well as a whole and have a distinct 
identity.
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The urban tissue of the City of Bath

2.1.1 Urban tissue can be defined as an area of a settlement 
with a distinct set of morphological characteristics.  
The set used to identify the different tissues includes 
the type and arrangement of the following elements 
and their relative position within the city as a whole:

• Routes

• Plot series and blocks

• Plots

• Buildings

• Land use

2.1.2 In brief, the elements can be defined as follows.  
Routes include the public highway (streets and roads), 
footpaths and cycleways.  A plot series is a row of plots 
of similar size and shape that typically lies on either 
side of a public highway to make up an urban street.  
A block is one or more plot series surrounded by 
public highway.  A plot is a defined area of land, usually 
a unit of ownership, that typically contains one or 
more buildings and associated outdoor space such as 
parking and gardens.  Plots are also typically the units 
of land use, that is, the activities such as residential, 
commercial or industrial as defined in the Use Classes 
Order (1987 and as amended).

2.1.3 Because the formation and transformation of urban 
tissue is the result of a social, historical process, it 
embodies the ideas and cultural forms current at the 
time of formation and transformation.  The pattern 
of tissues making up the city as a whole is therefore 
a material representation of the formative process.  
In effect, the pattern of tissues tells the story of 
the growth and transformation of the city.  Another 
consideration, therefore, in identifying the boundaries 
of the tissues is to illustrate the story as clearly as 
possible.

2.1
2.1 The urban tissue of the City of Bath
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2.2.1 The pattern of routes in a settlement is fundamental 
to both the way the settlement looks and the way 
it works socially and economically.  It is therefore 
important to understand how the city is connected to 
its surroundings and how the different parts within it 
are connected to each other.

2.2.2 The route structure analysis below is not intended to 
show the existing priority, designation or traffic flows 
of routes.  The analysis is based on the morphological 
principle of relative position at both the strategic and 
local levels.

2.2.3 Strategic routes are those that extend outside the built 
up area and connect either with another settlement, of 
whatever size, or another route outside the settlement.

2.2.4 Local routes give access to areas within the built up 
area and connect one with another.

2.2.5 The map below and on pages 12 and 13 show the routes 
accessible to pedestrians.  The map on page 11 and the 
others show routes for vehicles, taking into account 
access restrictions, particularly in the historic centre.

2.2.6 The different colour designation are defined as follows.

 - Primary strategic route: connects one settlement 
to another - a route with a settlement on each 
end.

 - Secondary strategic route: connects a settlement 
with a route outside the built up area - a route 
with a settlement on one end and a route on the 
other.

 - Tertiary strategic route: connects one strategic 
route to another - a route with a strategic route 
on each end.

Route structure2.2

2.2 Route structure
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Route structure and urban tissue 2.3
 - Thoroughfare: a route or local system of routes 

all connected on each end by a different route.

 - Through loop: a route connected to the same 
route on both ends or a local system all 
connecting back to the same route.

 - End loop: a route connected on one end to 
another route and on the other connected to 
itself or a local system connected to another 
route by only one link.

 - Tree: a local system of routes connected on 
one end to another route by a single link and all 
other routes in the system are cul-de-sacs or link 
together cul-de-sacs.

 - Cul-de-sac: a route with only one end connected 
to another route.

2.3 Route structure and urban tissue

2.3.1 The patterns of routes are one of the key 
characteristics that define tissues.  Putting the two 
drawings together highlights the distinct patterns in 
each tissue.  For example, there is clearly a higher 
density of routes within the centre, associated with 
more active, mixed uses.

2.3.2 Routes are also the principal element that bind tissues 
together to create the settlement as a whole.  This is 
the case whether tissues incorporate existing routes or 
the routes are constructed as an integral part of new 
tissues.

2.3.3 One of the characteristics of the City of Bath is that 
a number of the strategic routes run along the edges 
between tissues.  The binding is mainly ‘lateral’ along 
these routes.  It is also notable the many of the key 
green spaces hang off of the strategic routes.
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2.4.1 The configurational characteristics of a street pattern 
have a strong influence on the type of activity that 
can be supported along a particular street within the 
pattern.  For example, streets that are well connected 
in a local route hierarchy will usually have high levels 
of foot traffic because pedestrians have to walk along 
these streets in order to get to many other parts of 
the local area.  These locations tend to attract retailers 
who are heavily dependent upon passing trade.

2.4.2 Other types of commercial activity are influenced more 
by the general ease of getting to other locations. Those 
parts of the city that offer good access both locally 

and over longer distances will attract a wide range 
of commercial enterprises and in general the most 
accessible locations usually pay the highest rents.  The 
combination of these characteristics can have a bearing 
on the subtle variation and clustering of uses observed 
in central areas.  Higher end shops tend to prefer 
streets that highly accessible locally but quieter, with 
less longer distance traffic.  Shops with lower cost, high 
volume goods tend to choose very busy routes that are 
slightly less well placed in terms of local proximity.  

2.4.3 The image below describes the relative position of 
each street section within the local pedestrian route 
hierarchy over journey distances up to 800 metres in 
length (roughly a 10 minute walk).  The crossroads in 
the Medieval City is highlighted, along with the sections 
of the major arterials that lead to the this urban core 
such as Pultney bridge. West of the city, the Lower 
Bristol Road is important as a local, as well as strategic 
connector road.  The increase in the number of the 
local streets with the planned development will magnify 
this affect.

Local route hierarchy2.4

Part of many shortest routes

Part of few shortest routes

Centrality in terms of being 
part of a shortest route
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2.5 Local proximity

2.5.1 The image on this page shows the relative accessibility 
of each section of street to the surrounding urban 
environment over journey distances of up to 800 
metres in length.  As expected, the town centre is again 
the primary concentration of local accessibility though 
the pattern is slightly different from the route hierarchy 
described on the previous page.

2.5.2 Smaller side and back streets in the town centre can 
offer high levels of accessibility despite not being on 
busy local thoroughfares.  The picture painted by this 
diagram corresponds with the area of active frontage in 
the centre as shown on page 26.  Where widths allow, 
the most accessible streets tend to have the most 
active frontage.

Local proximity 2.5
2.5.3 Interestingly, the section of the Lower Bristol 

Road between Midland Road and Windsor Bridge 
Road suggests that it offers good access within a 
local environment, primarily because of it’s role in 
connecting the two neighbouring bridge roads across 
the Avon.

Close to many links

Close to few links

Centrality in terms of 
closeness to other links
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2.6 Central settlement tissue 

2.6.1 The economy and life of most settlements is founded 
on a range of activites that require different general 
locations and forms of development.  There are some 
that require larger forms of building and benefit from 
a peripheral location with proximity to other, similar 
activities and access to transport.  Others benefit from 
a central location and have traditionally used smaller 
scale forms of building.  As a result, most settlements 
develop a pattern of two broad types of urban tissue 
that can be referred to as central and fringe tissues.

2.6.2 In general, central tissues are more regular and smaller 
in scale with a fine grain.  Fringe tissues tend to be 
more irregular and heterogeneous with large plots and 
buildings often with extensive open areas.  Activities 
and uses frequently found in fringe tissue include 
service and transport infrastructure, institutions, 
hospitals, schools, recreation grounds and cemeteries. 

2.6.3 As its name implies, fringe tissue tends to form at 
the outer edge of a settlement at a given stage in its 
development.  Depending on the physical situation 

of the settlement, the fringe tissue can form a ‘belt’ 
around the settlement or, as in the case of Bath, 
extend out in a corridor along the line of a river, railway, 
canal or motorway.

2.6.4 The overall pattern of central and fringe tissue 
establishes a distinct context for the economic life 
of the city and future growth.  A common process as 
a settlement grows outward is for fringe tissue to be 
transformed into central tissue and new fringe tissue to 
be added further out on the periphery,  

Central settlement tissue2.6
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Fringe tissue 2.7
2.6.5 A common phenomenon in the process is for elements 

of the fringe tissue to be incorporated into the central 
tissue, thus forming a trace of the growth process.

2.6.6 The City of Bath is currently undergoing the 
transformational phase of this process at the moment.  
The situation poses a number of fundamental 
questions.

• What form should the new central tissue take?

• Which, if any, existing tissues - or compositional 

principles of those tissues - should be used as a 

basis for the design of the new central tissue?

• Which elements of the existing fringe tissue, if any, 

should be incorporated into the new central tissue?

• Where, if at all, should any new fringe tissue be 

located and what form should it take? 

2.6.7 A central aim of this study is to provide information to 
help answer these questions.

2.7 Fringe tissue
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Landmarks2.8

2.8 Landmarks 

2.8.1 Landmarks are one of the principal reference points we 
use if finding our way around the city.  They are also 
a fundamental part of the identity of a place.  Where 
urban tissue gives a general sense of the character of 
the place, landmarks are the unique features that stand 
out as distinct within an area.  They are the things we 
single out amongst a range of possibilities.

2.8.2 In terms of specific features, landmarks can be 
buildings such as churches with towers or spires, public 
buildings, tall buildings, unusual or historic buildings 
and monuments.  They can also be trees and green 
spaces that stand out as distinct or occupy a key visual 

position within a view.  Other smaller features can 
serve as landmarks at a more local level, from signs 
and shopfronts to particular architectural details.

2.8.3 The plan below shows a selection of the main, larger 
scale landmarks along with the tissues and routes.  
A number of typical distinctions and combinations 
stand out at the wider scale.  One is that a number 
of the landmarks sit toward the edge of a tissue or 
on the boundary between two tissues.  This situation 
contributes to the positive interlocking of tissues.  The 
landmark is seen as part of both and so binds the two 
together

2.8.4 Landmarks located toward the centre of a tissue tend 
to work more as an identifier of the area.  The Circus, 
Royal Crescent and Assembly Rooms, for example can 
be taken as a kind of sign that sums up the tissue of 
which they are a part.

2.8.5 Looking at the association between landmarks and 
routes, there are, on the one hand, landmarks on or 
near strategic routes that tend to function on a wider 
scale, for example Camden Mill or Pultney Bridge.  On 
the other hand, a number of the crescents are located 
on cul-de-sacs and work more strongly at the local 
level.
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Nodes 2.9
2.9 Nodes

2.9.3 As with landmarks, nodes can be located either within 
the body of a tissue or on an edge between two 
tissues.  When they are on an edge they have a strong 
binding effect between the two.

2.9.4 Similarly, as with landmarks, central nodes tend to 
create a strong sense of identity for an area and can be 
a point around which other features tend to be adapted 
or inflected to accommodate and take advantage of the 
concentration of activity.

2.9.5 It is interesting to note that many of the nodes within 
the centre are located on the edge of the tissues.

2.9.1 Another element important to both wayfinding and 
identity is the node.  In simple terms a node is a stragic 
spot within the town that is a space we can enter.  
Specific examples are crossroads, river crossings, 
squares and other public open spaces where people 
tend to congregate.  They are points of attraction, 
convergence and concentration.

2.9.2 The map below shows a selection of the main nodes 
within the city identified by blue and green circles.  
The blue represent urban spaces and the green, 
appropriately, open green spaces.  

2.9.6 At this level, then, the city gets its character and 
identity in part from the fact it is made up of a number 
of distinct areas strongly bound together by the 
intervening nodal spaces.

2.9.7 At the same time, the space west of the Abbey remains 
a strong, central node that lies at the heart of the city.    
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Associations of elements2.10

2.10 Associations of elements

2.10.1 As shown in the plan below, there is often a strong 
association between nodes, landmarks and postion 
in the route network.  One of the combinations very 
characteristic of Bath is the crescent and green space 
usually on a cul-de-sac.

2.10.2 Another example is the combination of a ‘Y’ junction 
of routes, a landmark and node.  Examples include St. 
Michael’s Church on Broad Street and St. Swithins on 
The Paragon.  

2.10.3 These associations of elements represent potential 
design solutions.  When presented with a site with a 
similar situation, the combination can be used as a 

basic structural configuration around which the design 
can be structured.  For example, a location that shows 
the potential to follow that ‘Y’ junction pattern but at a 
very different scale is at the Lock House in Locksbrook.  

2.10.4 The basic elements of the junction and building are 
there but currently remain somewhat obscured.  If 
changes were to be made, the aim should be to realise 
the potential the combination presents and bring out 
the pattern more clearly but appropriate to its location 
on a local rather than strategic route.

2.10.5 The latter point is important in making best use of 
the patterns as a design resource.  There are many 
combinations of landmarks and nodes in Bath, but 
each is distinct depending on where it sits in the route 
network.  A comparison of the Abbey, Green Park 
Station and the Circus highlights the issue.  All are 
important landmarks but each has a distinct character 
and role due to its position within the network as well 
as relative to adjacent features.
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Neighbourhood structure 2.11
2.11 Neighbourhood structure

2.11.3 These elements, along with the tissues and routes start 
to define distinct neighbourhoods.  That is, the schools 
and local centres are points of attraction similar to 
nodes but at a different scale.  Together they are 
places people living in the area are likely to meet, even 
if each person’s definition of their neighbourhood is 
slightly different.

2.11.4 Looking at the plan it is notable that the local 
centres tend to lie either on a strategic route, a route 
connecting strategic routes or at a convergence point 
of through routes.  They also tend to lie centrally within 
tissues and/or near green spaces.  

2.11.1 The pattern of land uses presents another point 
of reference for distinguishing different areas and 
understanding the structure of the city as a whole.  

2.11.2 The map below shows the following:

• Main, central shopping area (outlined in red)

• Local shopping areas (coloured/circled in red)

• Schools (blue dots)

• Main employment area based on policy 

(outlined in purple)

2.11.5 It is equally notable that schools and local centres are 
for the most part separate.  While masterplanning 
involves deliberately putting these elements together 
- creating these combinations - schools, local centres 
and recreation areas - it is very instructive to see them 
working on the ground either as may have emerged 
over time or as the result of deliberate planning.

2.11.6 Another pattern that is evident in the plan is the 
distribution of local centres around the main centre and 
west along the river.  There is a relatively consistent 
distance between the main and local centres and 
between local centres.
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The Enterprise Area2.12

2.12 The Enterprise Area

2.12.1 The plan on this page and the next combine the various 
aspects and elements along with the boundary of the 
Enterprise Area.

2.12.2 While the plans are graphically fairly busy, they allow 
an exploration of the combinations and associations 
that is not possible when the aspects and elements are 
separated out thematically.  

2.12.3 The drawings also show the points where the 
combination of elements lie near, on the edge of or 
within the Enterprise Area.  These are the opportunities 
for the masterplan to make the most of existing assets 
and focus or inflect the design to fit into the overall 
patterns that makes the City of Bath what it is. 
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The Enterprise Area 2.12
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Historical development
3.1.1 This tissue has its origin in the Roman settlement of Aquae Sulis, which was located to 

take advantage of the hot springs on the site.  The shape of the tissue closely follows 
the outline of the Roman city walls.  The Medieval city incorporated the Roman walls and 
involved a transformation of the street pattern and addition of the Abbey.  But it was 
the replacement of the building fabric with Neo-Classical designs in Bath stone during 
the Georgian period that has made such a significant contribution to the identity of the 
tissue.

Summary description
3.1.2 The semi-regular grid of the early settlment persists with well enclosed streets, mainly 

solid blocks, a prominant main crossroads and alternating main streets and back lanes.  
Inflections and special features in the street pattern respond to pre-existing walls and 
landmark features including the baths and Abbey.  Plots are predominantly narrow 
fronted with a range of depths, the main building on the frontage and extensions filling 
the back of the plot.  Exceptional, larger plots accommodate landmark features and 
retail.  Buildings are 3-4 storeys with flat fronts mainly in a Classical style in Bath Stone.

The Medieval City3.1

3.1 The Medieval City

General
Location ST 7501 6478

Period of origin Roman - Medieval

Size 7.2 hectares

Position within the 
settlement

Historical centre

Uses and activities Predominantly mixed use retail, food, hotel, office, public 
and institutional uses



Figure 3.1 The Baths from York Street: a public building surrounded by public space

Figure 3.2 Stall Street looking north: a wide, central street with large plots

Figure 3.3 Northumberland Passage: a narrow, active side street with small plots
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Alignments and spaces
3.1.3 Some lengths of the line of the Roman Wall/Medieval borough boundary have been 

substituted by streets and alignments of buildings (Upper Borough Walls and Lower 
Borough Walls). The Roman and Medieval Gates (North, ?West and South) remain as 
street spaces and some principal Medieval streets remain on the same or similar 
alignments, including High Street, Cheap Street, Stall Street, Bridewell and Parsonage 
Lanes, Beau Street and Hot Bath Steet.  An intramural fringe open space remains at Saw 
Close, shown as Timber Green on the 1715 map.

Sites/buildings 
3.1.4 Roman Bath/King’s and Queen’s Bath, Cross Bath, Hot Bath, Abbey, Hospital.        

Morphological frame and persistent features
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Topography and vegetation The Medieval City

Streets
Access points Primary access from High Street and Bridge Street, 

secondary points from Manvers Street, James Street/St 
James’s Parade

Route type Thoroughfares for pedestrians with some routes stopped 
up to vehicles creating loops and cul-de-sacs; peripheral 
routes shared with adjacent tissues except to the north 
and south-east

Pattern Stightly irregular tartan grid (mixed interlocking and 
articulated) built around a main cross roads with back 
lanes; mostly regular, rectangular blocks oriented north-
south with some more square blocks, the product of 
several stages of development and transformation

Hierarchy Clear hierarchy for pedestrians centred on the main cross 
roads of Union Street/Stall Street and Cheap Street and 
two secondary cross axes for the Abbey and Baths; less 
clear for vehicles due to stopped up and one-way routes

Alignment/orientation Straight; long streets running up slope, short streets 
along contours, mainly parallel or at right angles to 
contours

Character Wider main streets active on both sides, some pedestrian 
only, narrower back lanes with semi-active (service) 
fronts, two covered pedestrian arcades

Topography
Underlying form South facing promontory rising from a meander in the 

River Avon to a plateau at Lansdown

Situation At the toe of the south facing slope

Slope Nearly flat, 2-3%, increasing from south to north

Vegetation
Type and location A few medium stature deciduous trees, within public 

spaces mainly toward the periphery of the tissue
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Route structure and streets

Junction spacing

Northern: Long: 100-120m  Short: 37-62m

Southern: Long: 60-90m   Short: 47-85m

Street section

Main: Frontage-to-frontage: 12-15m Façade-to-façade: same as frontage

Lane: Frontage-to-frontage: 3.5-6m Façade-to-façade: same as frontage
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Highways, blocks and plot series The Medieval City

Frontage

Active 
(entrance every 15 metres or less and including windows)

Semi-active  
(entrance more than every 15 metres)

Side/back

Boundary feature

Highways
Components Vehicular: carriageway with a footway on both sides; 

pedestrian: level surface

Parking Very limited on-street parking on one side only

Planting Very few single specimin street trees

Materials Carriageway predominantly tarmac; footways and level 
surfaces predominantly stone and concrete pennant slab

Blocks
Types Mixed solid and perimeter, some narrow, single plot 

depth and pavilion buildings; solid blocks the result of 
progressive infill over time or small block size; single sided 
‘half block’ along north side of Upper Borough Walls fused 
with Trim Street half blocks 

Shape Rectangular and polygonal with some variation/skewing

Arrangement Plot series back-to-back and back-to-side, sub-series in 
corner zones; some double fronted plots (in solid blocks)

Plot series
Types Irregular and straight with variable width plots, some 

more complete runs along Union/Stall St. and Cheap St.
Corner sub-series on junctions of main routes

Shape Mix of regular and irregular rectangular

Orientation Active frontage on main routes, some semi-active 
frontage on main routes at corners, semi-active on most 
minor routes/back lanes 

Building line Predominantly continuous line along frontage

Series frontage Buildings

Vertical alignment Variation in heights between buildings is greater than any 
stepping for slope

Skyline Generally horizontal with variation from plot to plot and 
punctuated by landmarks, horizontal emphasis from 
parapets countered by chimneys, dormers
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Plots and buildings

Plot dimensions

Plot width: predominantly 7m  Plot depth: 6-30m

Variation: 3.5-9.5m; multiples of 7m Variation: +/- 1-2, some full block width

Smaller plots at corners

Built area: 8-25m from frontage; Back-to back: 0 (solid infill), 2-30m

Block dimensions

Rectangular blocks

Main routes: Long side: 5-8 plots; Short side: 1-3 plots

Back lanes: Long side: 3-5 plots; Short side: n/a

Square and small blocks: 2-7 plots per side

Plots
Type Predominantly attached, with main frontage building and 

outbuildings, some with a single building covering the 
whole plot; some detached ‘pavilion’ types

Shape Predominantly rectangular, narrow frontage

Size and location Widths vary, some amalgamation to form larger multiples, 
smaller plots at corners, in back lanes and in arcades

Access Front pedestrian access, some double fronted

Components Main frontage building (dominant) outbuildings/extensions, 
courtyards/light wells

Planting/vegetation Very little: trees in front garden at Westgate Buildings and 
back garden at RNHRD and a few plots to the south

Frontage Building

Buildings
Types Attached town houses, some amalgamated/large floor 

plate, multi-core; some pavilion type special and landmark 
buildings              

Overall form Predominantly rectangular/polygonal in plan, flat front, 
rear projection

Height Predominantly 3 to 4 storey

Style Predominantly Georgian and later Classical or Classically 
inspired

Materials Walls predominantly in Bath stone; roofs predominantly 
slate, some clay tile and infrequent flat roofs
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Landmarks and nodes Design principles

1. Tartan grid with main streets and back lanes 

2. Long, rectangular solid blocks with small, double 
fronted plots and small, square blocks

3. Landmark buildings set in public open space

4. Axial composition with node at each end

5. Cross roads emphasised by nodes at the ends and at 
intermediate points 

6. Shared landmark/node at edge of tissue

7. View of landmark/node in adjacent tissue

8. Well connected, secluded space

9. Street running along the line of the historical wall 

10. Selected restriction of vehicular movement but through 
grid for pedestrians.

Pump Room/King’s and 
Queen’s Bath

Abbey

Abbey Green

Mineral Water 
Hospital
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The Medieval City
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Queen Square and Milsom Street3.2
Historical development

3.2.1 A principal part of the early Georgian extension to the city, this tissue was built up 
between about 1700 and 1760.  It involved a progressive addition of streets and the 
distinctive Queen Square, extending north between what was then the upper Bristol 
Road and Broad Street, building on areas of kitchen garden, orchard and open fields.  
The sequence as indicated by map evidence was: Trim Street, Queen Square and 
Milsom Street.  The general regularity of the tissue is varried by the adaptation to and 
incorporation of pre-existing streets, tracks and paths.

Summary Description
3.2.2 The street pattern is a semi-regular grid with double fronted streets, solid and perimeter 

blocks, main streets with back lanes and a prominant, landmark square.  There are 
inflections in the street pattern to connect with pre-exising streets.  Blocks are made 
up of single and double fronted plots in semi-regular series with some sub-divided 
corner zones.  The plots are mainly narrow fronted and deep with a main building on 
the frontage.  Exceptional, larger plots accommodate landmark features and retail.  3-4 
storey buildings with flat front, regular facade in a Classical style faced in Bath Stone.

3.2  Queen Square and Milsom Street

General
Location ST 7495 6500

Period of origin Early to Mid-Georgian 1700-1760

Size 7.7 hectares

Position within the 
settlement

Northern extension to the original walled settlement

Uses and activities Predominantly mixed use retail, food, hotel, office, public 
and institutional uses



Figure 3.4 The east side of Queen Square: wide plots facing the square

Figure 3.5 Old King Street: a wide, short street with varied plot widths

Figure 3.6 Milsom Street: a wide street with plots either side and a landmark building
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Alignments and spaces
3.2.3 The northern length of the Roman/Medieval Wall formed the southern boundary of 

the tissue with Monmouth Place/St Paul’s Place and Broad Street to the west and east 
resepctively.  Green Street is possibly on the alignment of a track or boundary to the 
Bowling Green and New Bond Street follows the line of a route to the Meeting House 
shown on the 1715 map.  George Street and Milsom street follow the line of tracks shown 
on the same map.  The southern boundary of the plots fronting the south side of Queen 
Square are likely aligned with a pre-existing field boundary or track. 

Morphological frame and persistent features
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Queen Square and Milsom StreetTopography and vegetation

Streets
Access points Primary access from A4/Roman Road, Charlotte Street/

Upper Bristol Road, Charles Street, New Bond Street/
Bridge Street

Route type Primary strategic routes, Roman Road north, Bristol Road 
west; thoroughfares and pedestrian routes; routes to 
north shared with adjacent tissues

Pattern Composite, off-set but orthographic grids, the product 
of several stages of development and transformation; 
mostly regular, rectangular blocks with some more 
square blocks oriented around Queen Square and north-
south along Milsom Street as well as triangular forms to 
accommodate Monmouth Street/St Paul’s Place

Hierarchy Clear hierarchy by street width and designation as 
through routes

Alignment/orientation Straight; long streets running up slope, short streets 
along contours; mainly parallel or at right angles to 
contours, cross-fall around Queen Square

Character Wider main streets active on both sides, some pedestrian 
only links, a few narrower back lanes with semi-active 
(service) fronts

Topography
Underlying form South facing promontory rising from a meander in the 

River Avon to a plateau at Lansdown

Situation Climbing foot of the south facing slope

Slope Sloped, 3-4%, increasing from south to north

Vegetation
Type and location Large stature deciduous trees in Queen Square and some 

smaller trees in back gardens
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Route structure and streets

Junction spacing

Large: long: 75-90m, short: 57-64m;  Small: long: 52-56m, short: 35-40m

Street section

Main:

Frontage-to-frontage: 12-13m  Façade-to-façade: 13.5-16m

Lane: 

Frontage-to-frontage: 5-6, 11m  Façade-to-façade: same as frontage
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Highways, blocks and plot seriesRoute structure and streets

Frontage

Junction spacing

Large: long: 94-190m; short: 60-112m

Small: long: 80-110m; short 34-54m

Street section

Main: Frontage-to-frontage: 15, 20m 

Façade-to-façade: same as frontage or + 1-2m

Lane: Frontage-to-frontage: 5-6, 11-12m 

Façade-to-façade: same as frontage or + 1-2m

Active

Semi-active

Side/back

Boundary feature
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Queen Square and Milsom Street Highways, blocks and plot series

Block dimensions

Large blocks:

Long side: 14-20 plots 

Short side: 4-14 plots

Small blocks:

Long side: 4-11 plots 

Short side: 2-6 plots

Block dimensions

Long side: 3-11 plots 

Short side: 4-7 plots 

Half blocks: 1 plot

Highways
Components Vehicular: carriageway with a footway on both sides; 

pedestrian: level surface

Parking Limited on-street parking on one side only on back lanes 
and side streets

Planting No trees in the highway

Materials Carriageway predominantly tarmac; footways and level 
surfaces predominantly stone and concrete pennant slab

Blocks
Types Mixed solid and perimeter; solid blocks the result of 

progressive infill over time or small block size; half 
perimeter blocks around Queen Square, back half filled in 
over time, some sides with little or no frontage building  

Shape Rectangular and polygonal with some variation/inflection 
to connect with surrounding streets (Chapel Row/Palace 
Yard, New Bond Street)

Arrangement Plot series back-to-back and back-to-side, sub-series in 
corner zones; some double fronted plots (in solid blocks)

Plot series
Types Mainly regular with some amalgamation and some corner 

sub-series, mostly herringbone

Shape Predominantly regular rectangular

Orientation Predominantly active front on street frontage, some side 
streets with no frontage building

Building line Predominantly continuous along frontage or set back with 
front basement access

Series frontage Continuous building line or railings to front basement 
access

Vertical alignment Variation in heights between buildings is greater than any 
stepping for slope

Skyline Generally horizontal with variation from plot to plot and 
punctuated by landmarks, horizontal emphasis from 
parapets countered by chimneys, dormers
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Queen Square and Milsom StreetPlots and buildings

Plot dimensions

Plot width: predominantly 5-12m and multiples

Variation: +/- 1-2m 

Plot depth: predominantly 9-45m

Corner zones, 5, 10, 15m 

Built area: 8-20m from frontage; 

Back-to back: predominantly 20-30m

Eastern block, Corner zones: 6-12m

Plot dimensions

Plot width: predominantly 6.5 and multiples

Variation: +/- 1-2m, smaller in corner zones 

Plot depth: predominantly 9-45m

Corner zones, 5-15m 

Built area: 8-20m from frontage; 

Back-to back: 5-30m

Corner zones: 0-15m

Single series as a block with some development of plot tails Small block with mainly corner zone sub-series Deep block wirh internal series and corner sub-series
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Plots and buildings

End of block series: corner zones (left) and shallow plots (right)

Plots
Type Predominantly attached, with main frontage building and 

outbuildings, some with a single building covering the 
whole plot

Shape Predominantly rectangular, narrow frontage

Size and location Widths vary, some amalgamation to form larger multiples, 
smaller plots at corners, in back lanes

Access Front pedestrian access, some double fronted (in small or 
half blocks)

Components Main building (dominant) outbuildings/extensions, 
courtyards/light wells, back gardens in many cases used 
for parking

Planting/vegetation Very little: trees in front garden at Westgate Buildings and 
back garden at RNHRD and a few plots to the south

Frontage Building, enclosure wall

Buildings
Types Attached town houses, some large floor plate, 

amalgamated              

Overall form Predominantly rectangular/polygonal in plan, flat front, 
rear projection

Height Predominantly 3 to 4 storey

Style Predominantly Georgian and later Classical or Classically 
inspired

Materials Walls predominantly in Bath stone; roofs predominantly 
slate, some clay tile and infrequent flat roofs
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Landmarks and nodes Design principles

1. Grid of interconnecting streets incorporating main 
streets and back lanes, a public square and through 
routes.

2.  Axial composition of well defined spaces with 
intermediate nodes and a node at each end in an 
adjacent tissue.

3. Axial composition with a landmark at each end and 
slightly off-set connecting route.  The landmark at one 
end remains visible through the off-sets.

4. Formal square integrated into street grid, spatially 
defined by plot series (half block) and formally designed 
frontage building on each side.

5. Axial composition with a view to a node and landmark 
combination and landscape (Beechen Cliff) beyond.

6. Shared landmark/node at edge of tissue.

7. Widened street space taking up slope, shared with 
adjacent tissue.

8. Widened street space with central building.

9. Tissue with straight and corner zone plot series with 
mainly solid plots in a range of widths.

The Circus

Queen 
Square

Holy Trinity

Saw Close

St. Michael’s

Queen’s 
Parade

The Paragon
Broad St
George St
Lansdown Rd

Milsom St
Quiet St
Green St
Old Bond St

1

Mineral Water 
Hospital
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Queen Square and Milsom Street
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Circus and Crescent3.3
Historical development

3.3.1 The Circus and Royal Crescent are central elements of this tissue that extended the 
northward growth of the city from the 1750s into the ninetenth century.  Starting with 
The Circus and completion of George Street, growth continued north, filling in the 
frame established by John Woods’ (Elder and Younger) plans as well as existing roads 
and boundaries.  North of what is now Julian Road, the development occured in a more 
piecemeal fashion with Lansdown, Somerset and Camden crescents first appearing as 
isolated features in the landscape.

Summary Description
3.3.2 The clear geometrical order of The Circus and Royal Crescent give way to a more 

irregular connected grid of streets, inflected in response to the steep slopes and pre-
existing roads and boundaries.  There are main streets, side streets and mews, the 
streets very well enclosed by townhouses on individual plots along both sides of the 
street space.  In some cases a unified façade is applied to a series of individual plots 
and there are many corner sub-series to keep all sides of a block active.  Buildings are 
mostly 3 storey with flat fronts in a Classically inspired style faced in Bath Stone.  

3.3 Circus and Crescent

General
Location ST 7462 6562

Period of origin Mid- to Late Georgian 1760-1800

Size 55 hectares

Position Northern extension to Early Georgian extension

Uses and activities Mainly residential with some retail, food, hotel, office, 
public and institutional uses



Figure 3.7 The Circus: the plots and buildings shape the central space

Figure 3.8 Rivers Street: plots to the right back on to Julian Road and vary in depth

Figure 3.9 Turning a corner: door on Lansdown Rd. and windows on Bennett St.
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Alignments and spaces
3.3.3 This tissue was essentially greenfield development and the distinct line along the east 

side of The Circus is the trace of a previous boundary between what were kitchen 
gardens and orchard (to the east) and open fields (to the west).  The other key pre-
existing features were a further field boundary to the east, George Street, Lansdown 
Road, Walcot Street/London Road and the road to Weston.

Morphological frame and persistent features
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Circus and CrescentTopography and vegetation

Streets
Access points Primary access from A4/Roman Road, Lansdown Road, 

Gay Street, Weston Road

Route type Primary strategic routes, Roman Road and Lansdown 
Road north; secondary strategic route, Weston Road 
west; thoroughfares and pedestrian routes and some cul-
de-sacs

Pattern Three distinct sub-types of thoroughfare grid including 
coordinated and uncoordinated, isolated geometric 
compsitions.  Sub-types include: composite patchwork 
of orthographic grids with circus and crescent; semi-
irregular ladder form grid with various symmetrical 
compositions; irregular network inflected in response 
to topography; the product of several stages of 
development and transformation

Hierarchy Hierarchy evident from continuity of route and street 
width

Alignment/orientation Straight, cranked and sinuous; most streets parallel or at 
right angles to contours

Character Mainly active fronts on both sides with different methods 
of turning corners (e.g. door on gable end, windows on 
front) some semi-active fronts at corners

Topography
Underlying form South facing promontory rising from a meander in the 

River Avon to a plateau at Lansdown

Situation South facing slope with undulations on higher reaches

Slope Steeply sloped, 8.3%, increasing from south to north

Vegetation
Type and location Extensive areas of grass and large stature deciduous 

trees in spaces associated with The Circus, squares and 
crescents; trees and other ornamental plants in gardens 
and car parks
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Route structure and streets

Junction spacing

Long: 70-240m    Short: 40-66m

Street section

Main: 

Frontage-to-frontage: 13-18m  Façade-to-façade: 17-21m

Side:

Frontage-to-frontage: 10-14m  Façade-to-façade: 12-18m

Lane/mews:

Frontage-to-frontage: 5-9m  Façade-to-façade: same as frontage or + 1m
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Circus and CrescentHighways, blocks and plot series

Frontage

Active

Semi-active

Side/back

Boundary feature

Highways 
Components Vehicular: carriageway with a footway on both sides; 

pedestrian: level surface

Parking On-street parking on one and both sides mainly on wider 
side streets

Planting No street trees in the highway

Materials Carriageway predominantly tarmac; footways and level 
surfaces predominantly stone and concrete pennant slab

Blocks
Types Predominantly perimeter blocks, some half perimeter 

with main building on the front and in some cases mews 
building at the back; also blocks containing planting (e.g. 
the Circus, Royal Crescent, St. James’s Square)

Shape Rectangular or polygonal, some inflected to create 
‘shaped space’, e.g. the Circus, Royal and other Crescents 
also sinuous shapes associated with main historical routes 
e.g. Lansdown Road

Arrangement Plot series back-to-back and back-to-side, sub-series in 
corner zones
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Plots and buildings

Block dimensions

Rectangular blocks

Long side: 10-20 plots, The Paragon, 50+

Short side: 2-8 plots

Square and small blocks: 5-8 plots per side

Plot series
Types Predominantly regular with many varieties of corner sub-

series

Shape Predominantly regular rectangular, some splayed series to 
accommodate crescents and Circus

Orientation Predominantly active front on street frontage, some semi-
active fronts in cases of half blocks and mews

Building line Predominantly continuous along frontage or continuous, 
set back with front basement access, some continuous 
set back with garden

Series frontage Continuous building line or railings to front basement 
access, some low stone walls, high stone walls on backs of 
half blocks

Vertical alignment Stepped, predominantly with a single plot being the 
unit of stepping, more variation lower down slope with 
different building heights obscuring the stepping

Skyline Predominantly stepped parapet line or horizontal parapet 
line, punctuated by chimneys, dormers and views south to 
opposite side of valley, views north, up the hill generally 
terminated with building or trees
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Moderate sized block with four straight series, one (top) 
inflected in response to the diagonal, and three corner series

Small block with a corner zone sub-series on each cornerBlocks with corner zones and shared internal parking plots

Circus and CrescentPlots and buildings

Plot Dimensions

Plot width: Large plots: predominantly 7-8m, some 9-14m;  
Small and corner zones: 5-6m 

Plot depth: Large plotSmall and corner zones: 7-18m

Built area: Large plots: 10-15m; Small: 8-10m

Back-to-back: 20-57m

Back-to-side: 6-13m
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The Circus with its radially splayed plots, stepped in to meet with the straight series of Gay 
Street, Brock Street and Bennett Street and truncated along the eastern edge in response to the 
field boundary that lay to the east when the tissue was laid out

Plots and buildings

Plots
Type Predominantly attached, dominant frontage building, 

some outbuildings and mews buildings

Shape Predominantly rectangular, narrow frontage, some splayed 
to accommodate The Circus and crescents

Size and location Widths vary, a few amalgamation to form larger multiples, 
smaller plots at corners, in mews and plot tails

Access Front pedestrian access, some carriageway entrances to 
shared internal parking plots

Components Main building (dominant) outbuildings/extensions, mews 
buildings, back gardens, some front gardens

Planting/vegetation Trees and ornamental planting in back gardens, front 
gardens  

Frontage Building, iron railings, enclosure wall

Buildings
Types Attached town houses, a few amalgamated

Overall form Predominantly rectangular/polygonal in plan, flat front, 
rear projection

Height Predominantly 3 to 4 storey, 2 storey on mews and lanes

Style Predominantly Georgian and later Classical or Classically 
inspired

Materials Walls predominantly in Bath stone; roofs predominantly 
slate, some clay tile and infrequent flat roofs
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Landmarks and nodes

1. Pattern of interconnecting main streets, side streets, 
mews and lanes.

2. Streets parallel or at right angles to contours.

3. Sequence of major spaces linked to a space in an 
adjacent tissue (Queen Square).

4. Major spaces shaped by plot series

5. Axial compositions with landmark, and/or node at one 
or both ends

6. Landmark buildings or trees terminate vistas, both as 
end stops and on outsides of bends.

7. Double route ‘spindle’ composition with node and 
landmark combinations at both ends and intermediate 
nodes/landmarks.

8. Activity node (shops) located near convergence of 
routes and between node/landmark combinations

9. Blocks composed of straight and corner zone plot series 
to maintain active fronts on all sides.

10. Corner buildings with door on gable end and windows 
on main frontage to keep both sides active.

11. Overall structure established by main streets and 
spaces and the areas in between are allowed to be 
filled in over time to complete the structure.  A similar 
process was used with The Circus and Royal Crescent.  
The front façades were built to a unified design and 
individuals allowed to design their own internal layout 
(and back).

Design principles

The Royal Crescent

Christ 
Church

Shops

The 
Assembly 
Rooms

St. Mary’s

The Circus

St. Andrew’s 
School

Portland Place

Catharine 
Place
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Circus and Crescent
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Southgate3.4
Historical development

3.4.1 The origins of Southgate can be seen on the map of 1588 which shows buildings either 
side of the route leading up to the South Gate, a pattern that consolidated over the 
following 200 years.  Proposals were made in the 1740s for a large residential square in 
the area known as The Ham to the east but by the 1880s the area had been developed 
with terraced housing, the railway and timber yards, typical of a fringe location.  The 
area suffered some bomb damage but retained its fringe character with the replacement 
of timber yards by the sorting office and various works depots.  The current state of the 
western side of the area is the result of recent redevelopment. 

Summary Description
3.4.2 The redevelopment created a slightly irregular pedestrian grid with a distinct diagonal.  

The streets are well enclosed with all solid blocks of mainly single, large floor-plate 
buildings, some subdivided at street level into smaller individual premises. Most routes 
lead in to a central, widened ‘mall’ space.  Buildings are 2-5 storey with flat fronts in a 
Classically inspired style faced in Bath Stone.  The area east of Manvers Street retains 
its fringe characterer with a diversity of plot sizes, building types and styles.  

3.4 Southgate

General
Location ST 7522 6445

Period of origin Some 19th but mainly mid-20th and early 21st century 
redevelopment of earlier progressive growth from 1500s

Size 8.8 hectares

Position Southern extension to original walled settlement

Uses and activities Mixed use, residential, retail, food, leisure, office, hotel, 
institutional, transport



Figure 3.10 View south-east to central space: large volume buildings on large plots

Figure 3.11 Passageway to Southgate Street: narrow lane defined by large plots

Figure 3.12 Dorchester Street: wide frontages with strong horizontal elements
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Alignments and spaces
3.4.3 The oldest persistent features are the alignment of the southern boundary of the 

Medieval City and the line of Southgate Street (Horse Street), though the position of the 
river crossing has changed.  Other features include the line of Henry Street, Manvers 
Street, Dorchester Street and the railway line.

Buildings
3.4.4 The main persistent buildings of note are the railway station and the Catholic and 

Baptist churches.

Morphological frame and persistent features
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SouthgateTopography and vegetation

Streets
Access points Dorchester Street/Broad Quay/St James Parade; Manvers 

Street/Grand Parade; Stall Street/Lower Borough Walls 
(pedestrian)

Route type Pericentric route connecting primary routes south, west, 
east and north; through loop, through pedestrian routes 
and a cul-de-sac

Pattern Three distinct parts stitched together around Dorchester 
Street/Manvers Street: irregular (pedestrian) grid with 
diagonals, focused around a central, irregular space; large 
perimeter block; linear complex built around the railway 
line

Hierarchy Hierarchy evident from continuity of route, street width 
and designation/restrictions

Alignment/orientation Straight and cranked, one diagonal

Character Mainly pedestrian only streets of various widths with 
active and semi-active fronts, some blank walls because 
of large floor plate buildings, Manvers St. wider with one 
active and one mainly semi-active side, Kingston Road 
semi-active service road

Topography
Underlying form River terrace promontory at a meander in the River Avon

Situation River edge leading up to higher terraces

Slope Virtually flat, 0.50%, slight increase from south to north

Vegetation
Type and location Large to medium stature deciduous trees along river 

edge and railway embankment, street trees at railway 
station, South Parade
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Route structure and streets

Junction spacing

Long: 75-128m, 155m (diagonal)  Short: 54-68m

Street section

Main: 

Frontage-to-frontage: 11-14m  Façade-to-façade: 14-16m

Pedestrian:

Frontage-to-frontage: 5, 8-12m  Façade-to-façade: same as frontage
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SouthgateHighways, blocks and plot series

Block dimensions

Single large buildings, no distinct plot series, see 
junction spacing.

Frontage

Active

Semi-active

Side/back

Boundary feature

Highways
Components Vehicular: carriageway with a footway on both sides; 

pedestrian: level surface

Parking No on-street parking except on Railway Place (one side) 
and some disabled parking on Kingston Road, also parking 
on one side of South Parade and Henry Street (shared 
with the Parades area)

Planting Street trees by the station; verge and trees on South 
Parade

Materials Carriageway predominantly tarmac; footways and level 
surfaces predominantly stone and concrete pennant slab, 
some tarmac

Blocks
Types Three main types: solid pavilion building, perimeter and 

isolated pavilion 

Shape Mainly rectangular with some polygonal/triangular in 
association with diagonal route

Arrangement Mainly solid blocks, some double fronted plots (single 
building), some sub-divided ground floor frontage units

Plot series
Types No regular series except Manvers Street (remnant); small 

corner sub-series at Manvers Street and Dorchester Street

Shape Predominantly regular rectangular

Orientation Predominantly active front on street frontage, semi-active 
on service lanes and cul-de-sac

Building line Predominantly continuous along frontage excpet Police 
Station on Manvers Street and surface parking

Series frontage Continuous building line or railings to front basement 
access

Vertical alignment Generally level, more variation west of Manvers Street

Skyline Predominantly horizontal parapet line, punctuated corner 
features
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Plots and buildings

Plot Dimensions

Plot width: Solid blocks: same size as block; Large plots: 20-77m; 

Small: predominantly 6m; Corner zone: 3.5-6m 

Plot depth: Solid blocks: same as block; Large plots: 30-66m; 102m (sorting office) 

Small: predominantly 20m; Corner zone: 10-15m

Built area: Solid blocks and large plots: full depth; CSmall: predominantly 10m

Back-to back: 0 (solid blocks) 17-64m

Plots
Type Predominantly single, whole block plots and single 

isolated pavilion building plots with some attached, 
frontage buildings.  The Sorting Office is a multiple 
pavilion building type plot

Shape Predominantly rectangular, or polygonal/triangular in 
association with diagonal streets

Size and location Mostly large single plots, smaller plots at corners

Access Front pedestrian access, some vehicular access

Components Main building (dominant), some parking/loading courts 
virtually no outbuildings

Planting/vegetation Trees on boundary at Railway place, trees and scrub along 
river edge and railway embankment

Frontage Building, iron railings, enclosure wall

Buildings
Types Predominantly large floor plate pavilion buildings some 

moderate sized office buildings and smaller townhouse 
types

Overall form Predominantly rectangular/polygonal in plan, flat front, 
some bay windows on smaller town houses

Height Predominantly 3 to 4 storey some 5 (1/2), 2 and 2 1/2

Style Predominantly Classically inspired contemporary and 
Victorian, some late 20th-early 21st century modern and 
some generic utilitarian ‘sheds’

Materials Walls predominantly in Bath stone,some buff concrete 
block. Roofs predominantly slate, some clay tile and felt 
flat roofs
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Landmarks and nodes

1. Axial composition with a node at each end located on 
the edge of the tissue.

2. Composition with a framed view of a landmark.

3. Open space located between two nodal activities.

4. Shared landmark/node at edge of tissue

5. The central space of the Southgate centre functions 
partly as a through space and partly as a destination 
rather than a node.  This is because it is not on a main 
route and is not easily visible from outside the complex.  
It works more like a large version of Abbey Green: 
connected but secluded.

Design principles

Bus Station

Bath Spa 
Station

Church of 
St. John

Brunel Square

Baptist 
Church
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Southgate West3.5
Historical development

3.5.1 This area includes the west side of the ribbon of developed that grew up outside the 
South Gate of the Medieval City.  Before 1760, the area west of the buildings along Horse 
Street was open ground and kitchen gardens with a quay along the riverfront.  The small 
green opposite Bilbury Lane is the last remnant of the gardens that lay outside the wall.  
The north-western end of St. James’s Parade and Amery Lane began as tracks to and 
along the kitchen gardens.  Similarly, Corn Street and Somerset Streets began as tracks 
between the buildings along Horse Street.

Summary Description
3.5.2 The area is a small fragment of a thoroughfare grid with a distinct diagonal.  The 

streets are mainly double fronted with irregular plot series inflected to accommodate 
the diagonal and small green.  There is a wide range of plot shapes and sizes as well 
as building types and sizes from 2 to 5 storey: two distinct, 5 storey buildings parallel 
the river at Broad Quay. There is a mix of styles from Classically inspired faced in Bath 
Stone to 20th century modern in glass and steel.  

3.5 Southgate West

General
Location ST 7500 6451

Period of origin Progressive growth and transformation from at least the 
1500s, mainly 18th, 19th and 20th centuries

Size 2.2 hectares

Position Southern extension to original walled settlement

Uses and activities Mixed use, residential, retail, food, leisure, office, 
institutional



Figure 3.13 Somerset Street: narrow street with large buildings on large plots

Figure 3.14 St. James Parade: a symmetrical composition with slight variations

Figure 3.15 Green space off St. James Parade: a remnant of the Medieval fringe
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Alignments and spaces
3.5.3 Because the area has experienced damage and redevelopment the frame is made up of 

features from a range of periods.  These include the alignment of the southern boundary 
of the Medieval City and the line of Southgate Street (Horse Street), the green between 
Lower Borough Walls and Amery Lane, St. James’s Parade, Amery Lane and Wine Street, 
Corn Street and  Ambury Lane.

Morphological frame and persistent features
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Southgate WestTopography and vegetation

Streets
Access points Dorchester Street/Broad Quay, James Street West; Stall 

Street/Bilbury Lane (pedestrian), Corn Street, Green Park 
Road

Route type Primary stratigice route from the south, through routes 
and one cul-de-sac

Pattern An informal grid, inflected with the curve of the Borough 
Walls and cut through by the distinct diagonal of St. 
James’s Parade

Hierarchy Hierarchy evident from continuity of route, street width 
and designation/restrictions

Alignment/orientation Straight and gently curved, one diagonal

Character St. James’s Parade, Southgate St. wider main streets 
active on both sides; mainly semi-active fronts on Corn 
Street, Somerset Street and Broad Quay due to backs 
of plots, car park and large floor plate buildings; a few 
narrower back lanes with semi-active (service) fronts

Topography
Underlying form River terrace promontory at a meander in the River Avon

Situation River edge leading up to higher terraces

Slope Virtually flat, 0.50%, slight increase from south to north

Vegetation
Type and location Green space at Lower Borough Walls one of only two near 

the historical walled city, trees at Bath City College and 
street trees on Southgate Street and the Ambury
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Route structure and streets

Junction spacing

Long: 87-143m, 157m (diagonal)   Short: 50-60m

Street section:

Main: 

Frontage-to-frontage: 11-14m  Façade-to-façade: same as frontage

Lane:

Frontage-to-frontage: 5-7m  Façade-to-façade: same as frontage
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Southgate WestHighways, blocks and plot series

Block dimensions:

Long side: 13 plots (diagonal) 

Short side: 6-8 plots 

Frontage

Active

Semi-active

Side/back

Boundary feature

Highways
Components Vehicular: carriageway with a footway on both sides; 

pedestrian: level surface

Parking Some on-street parking, one side only, St. James’s Parade, 
Somerset Street, Lower Borough Walls (limited)

Planting A few individual street trees on Southgate Street

Materials Carriageway predominantly tarmac; footways a mix 
of concrete pennant slab and tarmac; level surfaces 
predominantly stone pennant

Blocks
Types Single plot series with exposed backs, one perimeter 

block and a solid pavilion building 

Shape Mainly triangular due to diagonal route, some polygonal 
and rectangular

Arrangement Mainly single plot series, corner zone at Lower Borough 
Walls and Southgate Street; full perimeter block at 
Somerset Street/Broad Quay, one series per side

Plot series
Types No regular series except St. James’s Parade (one side) and 

the front to Dorchester Street

Shape Varied rectangular and triangular due to diagonal street

Orientation Predominantly active front on street frontage, semi-active 
on service lanes and cul-de-sac

Building line Continuous along frontage excpet Corn Street and Vine 
Street/Amery Lane

Series frontage Continuous building line, railings and stone wall

Vertical alignment Mostly level but greater variation with the taller buildings 
to the south

Skyline Predominantly horizontal parapet line, punctuated by 
chimneys and dormers, significant high buildings at 
Somerset Street/Broad Quay
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Plots and buildings

Plot Dimensions

Plot width: Large plots: 30-47m; Small: predominantly 6m; Corner zone: 5-6m 

Plot depth: 18-30m; 8-16m in corner zones and triangular ends

Built area: predominantly 10m or full plot depth

Back-to back: most blocks have only one series so back is open to street; 

10-18m at Somerset Street/Broad Quay

Plots
Type A mix of attached, (with main frontage building and 

outbuildings) and medium and large single paviliion 
building type plots

Shape Predominantly rectangular, or polygonal/triangular in 
association with diagonal streets

Size and location Widths vary, some amalgamation to form larger multiples, 
smaller plots at corners

Access Front pedestrian access, some vehicular access

Components Main building (dominant), some parking/loading courts, 
outbuildings mainly on St. James’s Parade

Planting/vegetation A few trees in the back gardens on St. James’s Parade and 
on the Ambury

Frontage Building, iron railings, enclosure wall

Buildings
Types Mix of moderate sized office buildings and smaller 

townhouse types, one large floor plate pavilion building 
(cinema)

Overall form Predominantly rectangular/polygonal with a flat front in 
plan, some with articulated wings

Height Predominantly 3 to 5 storey with some 2 storey 
outbuildings

Style A mix of mid- to late 20th century modern, Classically 
inspired 19th century and utilitarian

Materials Walls a mix of Bath stone, reconstituted stone/concrete 
block, render and metal and glass cladding; roofs a mix of 
slate, clay tile and flat felt and low pitched metal
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Landmarks and nodes

1. Axial composition with a node at each end on the edge 
of the tissue and green space mid way along the axis, 
one or both nodes combined with landmark building.

2. Axis between nodes on the edge runs through the 
centre of the tissue.

3. Green space serving as both a visual termination for a 
view down a lane and as a passage through the block.

4. Triangular/ acute angled corner buildings to 
accommodate diagonal route/triangular blocks.

5. Higher buildings parallel to river at Broad Quay.

Design principles

Bus Station

Mission 
Theatre

47 St. Jame’s 
Parade

Broad Quay 
buildings

Green
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Kingsmead 3.6
Historical development

3.6.1 Growth to the south-west of the walled city began in about the 1730s, focusing on 
King’s Mead Square, just outside the west gate.  Avon Street and King’s Mead Street 
(now severed into Kingsmead and New King Street) appear on the map of 1735.  This 
combination formed the starting point for a series of parallel streets of terraces set 
at the same angle.  The map of 1793 shows the addition of the two terraces of Green 
Park, opening out toward the river.  By the 1880s Green Park Station had been inserted.  
Bomb damage and subsequent redevelopment replaced many of the terraces with larger 
buildings and open areas and Green Park Road was given a more sweeping alignment.

Summary Description
3.6.2 The area has a distinctly 20th century character with a somewhat fragmented 

combination of main through streets and cul-de-sacs created by blocking off former 
through streets.  A mix of double fronted and single sided streets (building fronts on 
one side of the street only) with mainly shallow depth but long plan buildings of 3 to 8 
storeys.  Mixed historical and contemporary buildings with predominantly flat fronts and 
regular facades in a Classical or Rationalist style faced in Bath Stone.    

3.6 Kingsmead

General
Location ST 7471 6467

Period of origin 18th century with significant redevelopment in the 20th

Size 13.5 hectares

Position South-western extension to original walled settlement

Uses and activities Mixed use, residential, retail, food, leisure, office, hotel, 
institutional, parking



Figure 3.16 James St. West: a wide street with mainly large plots and building types

Figure 3.17 Corn Street: a fragmented pattern of plots with different buildings types

Figure 3.18 Green Park Station: large open plot associated with former train shed
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Alignments and spaces
3.6.3 The oldest persistent features are the alignments of Monmouth Street, Avon Street, 

James Street West, part of Milk Street, Charles Street and Green Park Street.  The space 
defined by the Green Park terraces remains, though modified on the east side.

Buildings
3.6.4 The terrace at Green Park persists as a substantial fragment of the area’s original 18th 

century character along with a lonely single house from Kingsmead Terrace and the 
Mission Theatre.  The converted Green Park Station is the principal survival from the 
19th century.                         

Morphological frame and persistent features
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KingsmeadTopography and vegetation

Streets
Access points Dorchester Street/Broad Quay/St James Parade; Queen 

Square/Chapel Row, Upper Bristol Road, Green Park Mews/
Lower Bristol Road

Route type Primary strategic route (north-south), pericentric 
connector between primary routes, thoroughfares and 
cul-de-sacs

Pattern Mix of sweeping main route and semi-regular grid 
interrupted by redevelopment and creation of cul-de-sacs

Hierarchy Hierarchy evident from continuity of route, street width 
and designation/restrictions

Alignment/orientation Sweeping curve, straight and angled; parallel or at right 
angles to contours

Character Higher proportion of streets with semi-active fronts due 
to large floor plate and long buildings and single sided 
streets along car parks and green space

Topography
Underlying form River terrace of the River Avon

Situation River edge leading up to higher terraces

Slope Virtually flat, 0.50%, slight increase from south to north

Vegetation
Type and location Extensive green with large stature trees at Green Park 

and corridor along the river, large planted courtyard at 
Kingsmead Court and trees in car parking areas,
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Route structure and streets

Junction spacing

Long: 124-217m; strategic 315-375m Short: 30-60m

Street section

Main: 

Frontage-to-frontage: 14m; 17-28m Façade-to-façade: same as frontage

Side street:

Frontage-to-frontage: 8-12m  Façade-to-façade: same as frontage
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KingsmeadHighways, blocks and plot series

Block dimensions

Mainly single plot blocks, others 4-5 plots per side

Green Park terrace: 21 plots

 

Frontage Active Semi-active Side/back Boundary feature

Highways
Components Vehicular: carriageway with a footway on both sides

Parking Some on-street parking, one side only, on Monmouth 
Street, Corn Street, disabled on James Street West, 
Kingsmead and Trinity Close

Planting Specimen street trees on James Street West (corner of 
Seymour St and at New Street

Materials Carriageway predominantly tarmac; footways a mix of 
stone and concrete pennant slab on main streets and 
tarmac and concrete pavers on side streets

Blocks
Types Mainly irregular single and multi-pavilion type blocks with 

buildings fronting streets 

Shape Irregular but with a strong north-south orientation 
following pre-existing street pattern

Arrangement Mainly individual buildings on large plots, very few distinct 
series on Monmouth Street, Kingsmead, Milk Street and 
Roswell Court

Plot series
Types Few regular series, mainly single plot unified terrace 

designs

Shape Predominantly regular rectangular

Orientation Predominantly active front on street frontage, Roswell 
Court in backland position surrounded by car park

Building line Predominantly continuous along frontage excpet at 
Kingsmead and Trinity Close set back behind parking and 
planting

Series frontage Continuous building line or railings

Vertical alignment No strong alignment between buildings

Skyline Strong horizontal parapet line, variety provided by 
variation between different building heights giving a 
relatively coarse grained character e.g. Charles Street 
looking south
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Plots and buildings

Plot Dimensions

Plot width: Large plots: 30-70m; small: 5-7m, 8-17m 

Plot depth: Large plots: 50-110m; Small: 16-36m

Built area: Large: full depth of plot; Small: 8-15m

Back-to back: 13-43m

Plots
Type Multiple and single pavilion and courtyard type plots with 

some attached or terraced main frontage buildings, very 
few outbuildings except Green Park with mews buildings 
on plot tail

Shape Predominantly rectangular, or polygonal in association 
with diagonal/curving Green Park Road

Size and location No clear association between plot size and location

Access Mainly front pedestrian access, some double fronted 
buildings with shared internal courtyard, some vehicular 
access

Components Main building (dominant), some internal garden 
courtyards, back gardens at Green Park and parking/
loading courts

Planting/vegetation Garden courtyards, back gardens at Green Park and tree 
planting in car parks

Frontage Building, metal railings, enclosure wall

Buildings
Types A mix of large floor plate, long/narrow pavilion buildings 

some moderate sized office buildings, flats/maisonetts 
and townhouse types

Overall form Predominantly rectangular/polygonal in plan, flat front, 
some inset and projecting balconies; Plymoth House is an 
exception with a more asymmetrical, irregular form

Height 3 to 8 storey

Style Predominantly 20th-21st century modern with the obvious 
exceptions of Green Park terrace, Kingsmead terrace and 
Green Park Station, some generic utilitarian ‘sheds’

Materials Walls predominantly in Bath stone, some reconstituted 
stone/buff concrete block; roofs predominantly flat felt/
membrane or shallow pitched metal roofs, some slate and 
concrete tile
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Landmarks and nodes Design principles

1. Retention of historic routes at more or less right angles 
to the river allowing some access and views to the river 
corridor.  Buildings run parallel to the streets.

2. Axial composition with an end node in an adjacent 
tissue with views to the river corridor closed by trees.

3. Axial composition with node and landmark combinations 
at each end and trees at points along the axis on 
alternating sides.

4. Axial composition with landmark building and tree 
combinations at each end, one including a node that 
leads onto the park.

5. Landmark building, tree and node combination on the 
outside of a bend so visible along two axes.

6. Double ‘Y’ shared nodal space at the edge of the tissue 
with good enclosure, landmark building and tree.

7. Large green space opens up toward river.

8. Green corridor along the river.

Green Park 
Terrace

Mission 
Theatre

Holy Trinity

Green Park 
Station

Kingsmead 
Terrace

River Corridor

The Green

The College

47 St. Jame’s 
Parade
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Westmoreland 3.7
Historical development

3.7.1 Located on the periphery of the historical centre and on the line of the river, the 
Westmoreland area attracted the uses typical of such fringe positions.  By the 1880s, 
a majority of the area was occupied by railway sidings associated with the line running 
into the Green Park Terminus as well as a flour mill, saw mill, timber yards, a foundary, 
large residential villas as well as small terraces.  By the 1950s many of the open areas 
had been filled in with buildings such as goods sheds and engineering works leaving only 
a few smaller dwellings.  The second half of the 20th centure saw the closure of the 
railway and clearance of number of the industrial buildings.

Summary Description
3.7.2 The tissue is made up of a linear strip straddling the Lower Bristol Road, which 

constitutes the main route and access for the area focused on the Pines Way gyratory. 
Buildings line both sides of the road with some located to the rear accessed by cul-
de-sacs. The range of 1 to 3 storey buildings and wide street give the area a sense of 
openness punctuated by the higher historical mill buildings to the east.  The many 
different building forms and materials also create a high degree of variety.  

3.7 Westmoreland

General
Location ST 7422 6467

Period of origin Late 19th early-20th century fringe development with 
with growth peaking in the 1950s

Size 15 hectares

Position Western growth along the south side of the river

Uses and activities Mixed commercial uses including office, light industrial/
service and retail 



Figure 3.19 Lower Bristol Road: main route with shallow plots between road and river

Figure 3.20 Lower Bristol Road: a mix of plot sizes with sheds and office buildings

Figure 3.21 Pines Way: gyratory with large sheds and buildings on large plots
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Alignments and spaces
3.7.3 The Lower Bristol Road is the principal persistent feature along with the railway line to 

the south and former connection across the river to Green Park Station.  Some of the 
side streets were originally built for housing.

Buildings
3.7.4 The Camden Mill and Newark Works are the main built features.

Morphological frame and persistent features
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WestmorelandTopography and vegetation

Streets
Access points Lower Bristol Road east and west, Midland Bridge Road to 

the north, Victoria Bridge for pedestrians (with completion 
of refurbishment)

Route type Primary strategic route, pericentric route connecting to 
primary route north; through routes and cul-de-sacs

Pattern Single main linear route with side streets, mostly cul-de-
sacs

Hierarchy Hierarchy evident from continuity of route, traffic, uses 
and street width

Alignment/orientation Sinuous and straight, main route parallel to contours, side 
streets at right angles

Character Wider main street active and semi-active on both sides, 
side streets and cul-de-sac courtyards semi-active

Topography
Underlying form River terrace at the foot of a high scarp (Beechen Cliff)

Situation River edge leading up to higher terraces

Slope Virtually flat, 0.5%, increasing from north to south

Vegetation
Type and location Trees along the river edge and railway embankment, 

street trees on the eastern end of Lower Bristol Road and 
in car park of office and retail to the west
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Route structure and streets

Junction spacing

106-125m, 186 (gyratory)

Street section

Main 

Frontage-to-frontage: 10-18m  Façade-to-façade: 13-32m

Side street

Frontage-to-frontage: 9-11m  Façade-to-façade: same as frontage
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WestmorelandHighways, blocks and plot series

Block dimensions

2-3 plots per side, some single plot blocks

Frontage Active Semi-active Side/back Boundary feature

Highways
Components Vehicular: carriageway with a footway on both sides

Parking No on-street parking, some in adjacent residential areas

Planting Some street trees in the verge on the eastern end of 
Lower Bristol Road

Materials Carriageway and footway tarmac, some concrete pavers 
on adjacent hard areas

Blocks
Types Virtually all are ‘half blocks’ with one side on the Lower 

Bristol Road and the other backed against the river or 
railway line.  The exception is Cheltenham street with 
a polygonal block split with residential and commercial 
back-to-back

Shape Highly irregular, inflected in response to river, railway and 
topography, some rectangular where the road and railway 
are parallel

Arrangement Mainly single irregular series fronting road, some 
courtyard arrangements with smaller office types

Plot series
Types Main irregular series along Lower Bristol Road, smaller 

irregular series on Cheltenham Road

Shape Irregular, reflecting irregular blocks

Orientation Predominantly active front on street frontage, several 
internally oriented office and industrial courtyards with 
semi-active and blind backs to the street

Building line Varied with some stretches of continuous frontage on the 
eastern end of Lower Bristol Road

Series frontage Varied, no consistent treatment of series

Vertical alignment Varied, no consistent vertical alignment

Skyline Varies with the height of buildings, alternating horizontal 
line of parapet or eaves and vertical change in building 
height
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Plots and buildings

Plot Dimensions

Plot width: large plots: 58-142m; small: 7-24m 

Plot depth: Large plots: 45-60m; 175m (Pinesgate, gyratory); Small: 20-25m

Building depth: 12-56m

Front-to-front (courtyards): 25-37m; 78m (Pinesgate, gyratory)

Plots
Type A mix of mainly pavilion type plots with detached 

buildings set back from the boundaries and some 
attached types as well as flag types with buildings in the 
backland

Shape Irregular, polygonal and flag shape (large area with stem 
for access)

Size and location Widths vary, no consistent association between size and 
location

Access Front pedestrian and vehicular access (including flag plots)

Components Main building, parking, hard standing, open storage, 
planting

Planting/vegetation Perimeter planting and trees in parking areas

Frontage Building, low wall and railings, enclosure wall (walls in 
brick, concrete block and stone), verge and hedgerow

Buildings
Types Wide range of types including multi-storey mill buildings, 

large floor plate pavilion buildings, narrow depth 
moderate sized office buildings and large single storey 
shed types

Overall form Predominantly rectangular/polygonal in plan, flat front, 
some articulation with triangular gable ends toward the 
street

Height 1 to 4 storey, one 6 storey (Camden Mill)

Style Wide range of styles including late 19th to late 20th 
century Classically inspired, late 20th century Cotswold 
vernacular inspired, mid-20th century modern and 
generic utilitarian ‘sheds’

Materials Walls in a wide variety of materials including Bath stone, 
reconstituted stone, terracotta, grey and buff brick and 
metal panel.  Roofs in slate, clay tile, profile metal and felt
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Landmarks and nodes Design principles

1. Main route runs parallel to contours with sinuous curve

2. Route aligned to incorporate distant feature in view.

3. High, shallow depth buildings parallel to river

4. Small scale buildings parallel to road

5. Buildings on the outside of the bend close view

6. Buildings on both sides of road close to footway create 
gateway

7. Tree lined avenue character

8. Buildings and trees work together to create good 
enclosure

9. Shops located at nodes

Shops at 
crossroads

Shops at 
crossroads

St. James 
Cemetery

Avon 
Bridge

Newark 
Works

Camden Mill

Midland 
Bridge

Waterfront 
House
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Westmoreland
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Locksbrook fringe corridor 3.8

3.8 Locksbrook fringe corridor



Figure 3.22 Locksbrook Road: large low sheds set within large plots with parking

Figure 3.23 Locksbrook Road: a mix of sheds, office buildings and open storage

Figure 3.24 Locksbrook Road near lock: playing fields and large sheds
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Historical development
3.8.1 By the 1880s there was a small strip settlement on the Newbridge Road at Locksbrook 

and a number of industrial sites along the river, including wollen and carpet mills, 
cement works and lime kilns,  Weston Station was located between Newbridge Road 
and Brassmill Lane (now Locksbrook Road) and the Weston Cut had been created for 
navigation past the weirs.  The early 20th century saw additional industrial development, 
including the Bath Brewery and extensive residential growth in the area.  There has 
been significant continuity of industrial sites and most development since the 1950s has 
been the addition or transformation of industrial buildings.

Summary Description
3.8.2 Like the Westmoreland area, this tissue is made up of a linear strip straddling the one 

main route through the area. Buildings line both sides of the road with some accessed 
by cul-de-sacs. The mainly 1 to 2 storey buildings, large set-backs and proximity to the 
river give the area an openness but with a sense of intimacy accentuated by the Lock 
House and pub by the Weston Cut island.  The range of materials and building forms 
along with the activities contribute a vibrancy to the area.   

General
Location ST 7262 6489

Period of origin 19th century mix of residential and industrial 
development associated with the river

Size 19.5 hectares

Position Western peripheral development absorbed into city

Uses and activities Mixed commercial uses including car sales, light industrial, 
services and office
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Alignments and spaces
3.8.3 The former railway line and Western Cut (along with the river) form the key framing 

elements and persistent features of the area.  Within that frame runs Brassmill Lane, 
another persistent feature, which connects with the Cut near the lock and lock house.  
Other features incorporated into the tissue include previous field boundaries and paths.

Buildings
3.8.4 The lock, lock house and bridge along with the pub and former Weston Station have 

survived to form key historical points of reference in the area.

Morphological frame and persistent features Topography and vegetation

Streets
Access points Locksbrook Road east and west, connecting to Upper 

Bristol Road, also link with restricted width at Osborne 
and Avondale Roads

Route type Locksbrook road forms a loop system (only connecting 
back to the Upper Bristol Road) with internal loops and 
cul-de-sacs

Pattern Linear route with direct access and cul-de-sacs

Hierarchy Single through route and side cul-de-sacs creates obvious 
hierarchy

Alignment/orientation Sinuous and straight, one cranked turn, main route 
parallel with contours

Character Wider main street active and semi-active on both sides, 
cul-de-sac courtyards semi-active

Topography
Underlying form River terrace promontory at a meander in the River Avon

Situation River edge leading up to higher terraces

Slope Virtually flat, 0.50%, slight increase from south to north

Vegetation
Type and location Large to medium stature deciduous trees along river 

edge and former railway line, playing fields and Lock 
House green space, perimeter planting on plots
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Locksbrook fringe corridor
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Locksbrook fringe corridorRoute structure and streets

Junction spacing

Long: 200-500m

Street section

Main 

Frontage-to-frontage: 6.2-14m  Façade-to-façade: 10 (pinch point) 15-37m

Cul-de-sac

Frontage-to-frontage: 8-18m  Façade-to-façade: 18-33m
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Highways, blocks and plot series

Block dimensions

Predominantly: 2-5 plots per side, up to 8 smaller units

Frontage Active Semi-active Side/back Boundary feature

Highways
Components Vehicular: carriageway with a footway on one or both 

sides, some footways very narrow

Parking On-street parking on one side only (two sides at car 
dealership), often informal, some in adjacent residential 
area allows only one lane for traffic

Planting Some verges with tree planting on the western end of 
Locksbrook Road

Materials Carriageway and footways predominantly tarmac

Blocks
Types Predominantly half block isolated pavilion type fronting 

Locksbrook Road and backing onto River, Cut, disused 
railway/cycle path or adjacent residential development

Shape Irregular, inflected in response to river and road

Arrangement Mainly single irregular series fronting road, the Maltings 
site includes internal series forming a sub-system

Plot series
Types Mainly irregular series along Locksbrook Road, smaller 

series on cul-de-sacs and within the Maltings site

Shape Irregular, reflecting irregular blocks

Orientation Predominantly semi-active toward streets

Building line Predominantly set back with varied distances

Series frontage Varied, no consistent treatment of series

Vertical alignment Varied, no consistent vertical alignment

Skyline Varies with the height of buildings, alternating horizontal 
line of parapet or eaves and vertical change in building 
height
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Plots and buildings

Plot Dimensions

Plot width: Large plots: 40-175m; Small units: 12-17m 

Plot depth: 35-130m 

Building depth: 18-65m

Front-to-front: Internal courtyards: 35m

Locksbrook fringe corridor

Plots
Type A mix of mainly pavilion type plots with detached 

buildings set back from the boundaries and some 
attached types

Shape Irregular, polygonal

Size and location Widths vary, smaller plots in cul-de-sacs and within the 
Maltings site

Access Front pedestrian and vehicular access

Components Main building, parking, hard standing, open storage, 
planting

Planting/vegetation Perimeter planting

Frontage Building, low wall with and without railings, enclosure wall 
(walls in stone and concrete block), metal pale fencing, 
wire fencing, verge and hedgerow

Buildings
Types Wide range of types including large floor plate pavilion 

buildings, narrow depth office buildings and single storey 
shed types of various sizes

Overall form Predominantly rectangular/polygonal in plan, flat front, 
some articulation with low triangular gable ends toward 
the street

Height 1 (including high bay) to 2 storey, one 3 storey

Style Mainly mid-to late 20th century modern and generic 
utilitarian ‘sheds’

Materials Walls predominantly profile metal with and without 
buff concrete block or reconstituted stone base walls; 
roofs predominantly profile metal, fibre cement or flat 
membrane/felt
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Landmarks and nodes

Access to Bristol and Bath Railway Path

Lock 
House

W e s t o n  C u t

Lock

Footpath 
access Pub and 

footbridge

Shop at crossroads
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Design principles

1. Main route runs parallel to contours with sinuous curve.

2. Linear string of sites along the main route, pinned at 
both ends by nodes.

3. Shop located at eastern node (toward town).

4. Large plan, low height buildings parallel to road and 
river.

5. Mid-point node connects road, river and pub.

6. Double ‘Y’ node with footpath and road.

7. Verge planting and trees along the street frontage.

8. River edge planting.

1

2

6

3
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Locksbrook fringe corridor
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4 Introduction
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Axis or axial composition: an arrangement of elements 
such as buildings, open spaces, nodes and landmarks 
along a straight line, usually a street, or series of straight 
lines.  Axial compositions usually allow for views along 
the axis and have distinct features or termination points 
at each end. 
 
Active frontage: A street frontage that contains a 
significant number of access points and/or windows 
facing the street space, usually with doors spaced at 
least every ten to fifteen metres. 
 
Articulated grid: a grid pattern of streets in which plots 
are accessible form only one street frontage and back 
onto other plots. 
 
Block or street block: an arrangement of plots (or a 
single plot) surrounded by street spaces. 
 
Building frontage: the face of a building oriented toward 
the public street space, usually for access.  
 
Character area: a distinct area of a settlement 
characterized by a unique combination of streets, plots 
and buildings, land use and city image elements. 
 
City image elements: features within a settlement that 
tend to be picked out and used by people to navigate 
through the settlement and remember their location 
within it.  The general types of city image elements are: 
paths, landmarks, nodes, character areas and edges. 

Corner zone: an area within a street block at a corner 
where there are sub-series of plots that seek to take full 
advantage of the street frontage. 
 
Cross axis: an arrangement of two axial compositions at 
more or less right angles. 
 
Curtilage: the area of land associated with a building in 
terms of legal property, usually immediately adjacent to 
or surrounding the building. 
 
Fringe tissue: a type of urban tissue that tends to 
form at the outer edge of a settlement and that is 
characterised by a mix of different uses and different 
types of street, plot and building, generally including 
industrial and institutional uses on large plots with large 
buildings. 
 
Frontage: see building frontage and/or street frontage. 
A building or plot ‘fronts’ a street where they share a 
boundary and the building or plot faces onto the street 
space. 
 
Inflection: the bending, deformation or distortion of 
regular forms such as routes or plot boundaries to 
adapt them to specific circumstances and constraints 
presented by a particular features of a development site. 
 
Interlocking grid: a grid pattern of streets in which the 
plots are accessible from and so directly associated with 
more than one street (multiple frontages).

Internal orientation: the directionality and 
differentiation of the sides of a building or plot 
established by the location of access points. 
 
Landmarks: features within a settlement that are 
singled out as prominent, distinct or significant relative 
to their surroundings. 
 
Morphological frame: the combination of natural and 
built elements such as rivers, steep slopes, railways, 
roads and plot boundaries that constrain development 
at a give point in time and to which the design and 
arrangement of development is adapted or inflected. 
 
Node: a focal space or convergence, concentration or 
crossing of lines of movement within the street network 
or public realm of a settlement. 
 
Pavilion building: a building directly surrounded on all 
sides by street spaces. 
 
Perimeter block: a street block in which the buildings 
are arranged along the outer edge of the block (street 
frontage) with open space in the middle. 
 
Persistence: the tendency for elements of urban form 
such as street spaces and plot boundaries to remain 
in place (position, orientation and alignment) despite 
changes to the physical fabric.
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Plot: 1) a defined area of land, often marked out by 
a physical boundary, that may contain one or more 
buildings and is part of a plot series or block; 2) a unit of 
property or land holding defined by abstract boundaries 
often represented by physical features on the ground 
and/or recorded on a plan. 
 
Plot series: a row or other arrangement of plots, usually 
of the same or similar shape and size and located along 
a street space. 
 
Public realm: the area within a settlement that allows 
for public access, mainly the network of streets or public 
highway but also publicly accessible parks, gardens and 
buildings. 
 
Route: a linear surface that allows movement from one 
place to another and potential access to land either side. 
 
Route hierarchy: a grading or ranking of routes usually 
by their use, length and importance within a network.  A 
long distance, heavily used route would be toward the 
top of the hierarchy and a cul-de-sac toward the bottom.  
Hierarchies can also be defined in terms of the relative 
centrality of the routes within the network. 
 
Route pattern: the specific arrangement of routes in 
terms of their horizontal and vertical alignment (curves, 
angles, spacing and width) and spacing. 

Route structure: the arrangement of routes forming 
a network, distinguishing different types of route in 
terms of their relative position and connections to other 
routes within the arrangement.  For example, strategic 
routes connect one settlementment (and its local routes) 
to other settlements.  A thoroughfare connects one 
through route to another and a cul-de-sac is a route with 
only one connection to a through route. 
 
Semi-active frontage: a street frontage in which there 
are a limited number of access points and/or windows. 
 
Semi-regular grid: a route pattern in which routes are 
closely but not exactly aligned in parallel and at right 
angles. 
 
Solid block: a street block in which the space within the 
boundary of the block is filled entirely with buildings. 
 
Street: a route within a settlement taken together with 
the plots lining one or both sides or the route. 
 
Street frontage: the boundary between public street 
spaces and the plots along the street that allows access 
between the two, often made up of vertical features 
such as boundary walls or building frontages. 
 
Street space: an area of land and surface usually 
defined by plot or building frontages that forms part of 
the network of routes and allows access to plots. 

Sub-series or plot sub-series: a distinct arrangement 
of plots, often repeating, that occurs within a larger 
series or composition of plots.  Sub-series often occur at 
corners of blocks with smaller plots to allow full use of 
the street frontage. 
 
Tartan grid: a street pattern in which streets are 
arranged in parallel and at right angles with the paralell 
routes alternating in width between wide and narrow, 
usually wide main streets with active frontages and 
narrow back lanes with semi-active frontage for service 
access. 
 
Termination point or terminal feature: a feature such 
as a building, landmark building, node, green space or 
feature tree that serves as a visual end stop to an axial 
composition. 
 
Urban tissue: a distinct area of a settlement, 
characterized by a unique combination of streets, plots 
and buildings and usually the result of a distinct process 
of formation. 
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